
— экспериментальные данные показали, что эти оценки несколь-
ко завышены и в действительности прибавка испарения составляет
около 25%. Однако эксперимент был непродолжительным, следо-
вательно, полученная величина может содержать ошибку.
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THE THERMAL MAPPING IN APPLIED ROAD
CLIMATOLOGICAL STUDIES

The road weather information systems are now propagated in many
European countries. The main tasks of this system — the winter road
maintenance, optimized use of salt, ensure traffic safety by accurate
information about spatial variation of road surface temperature during
the night and warning in case of decreased visibility due to fog or heavy
precipitation. There is the necessity to bind the information about road
surface temperature, humidity and the rest of chemical compounds with
the forecast of weather conditions to achieve these tasks.

The integrated road weather system consists of the following main
components:

a) the road microclimate spatial analysis using thermal mapping;
b) the road surface and atmospheric sensors collecting information

about actual weather conditions in the roads;
c) computer net for information exchanging.
The establishment of the road weather information systems in

Lithuania is going on of two latter years. There are already installed
20 stationary automatic weather station close to main highways, which
continually (every half an hour in winter) produce the meteorological
information about the state of road surface and weather conditions in
the road net. This information is presented in special Internet sites,
where it is accessible for every user. Also the information stands were
equipped near the primary highways, where the drivers could find the
continuously updating weather information.
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Depending on the road net density and microclimatic differences
usually one automatic road weather station should fall to approxi-
mately 250 km2 area. There are planning to install additionally 20–30
automatic road weather stations in Lithuania.

Thermal mapping is the graphic and numerical information char-
acterizing the variations of the road surface temperature across the
measuring road sector during cold season nights. The data for ther-
mal mapping are collecting using vehicles, which have been specially
equipped with infrared thermometers and data logging equipment. Da-
ta is typically recorded at 20 m intervals (this depends on chosen ther-
mal mapping resolution) and transferred to portative PC (laptop) —
information about road surface temperature, air temperature at 0,3 m
and 2,0 m height and relative humidity at 2,0 m height. Also satellite
navigation techniques, known as GPS, indicate the vehicle coordinates
and absolute height.

Thermal maps are useful for guidance for locating roadside auto-
matic weather stations and thus make cost-saving winter road mainte-
nance. The easiest way to get accurate temperature parameters inter-
polated between roadside automatic weather stations is to use thermal
mapping data. Thermal maps enlarge the information coming from sta-
tionary weather stations and let to calculate the thermal parameters
at any route points and create the analytic scenarios of road thermal
state models during cold season. Thermal maps perform only relative
differences of road pavement minimal temperature in various routes,
though they let operationally evaluate the spatial distribution of road
pavement minimal temperature for every night at any investigated road
net region. They are suitable mostly in such sectors, where air temper-
atures lie close to 0◦C. There are approximately 70–80 days through
the year in Lithuanian territory, when air temperature during daytime
is positive and fall below zero degrees in nights.

During 1999–2000 years cold period thermal mapping was carried
out close to Vilnius, along the main highway Vilnius-Kaunas and across
two less significant roads. These thermal maps were in an experimental
phase yet. At all thermal mapping covered 210 km road net.

At first measurements were carried out at the daytime and than
at nights. During daytime measurements the environmental impact on
the temperature of road pavement was evaluated. The main road envi-
ronment features, which were fixed at daytime surveys were following:
relief, woods and water reservoirs (natural and artificial), the shad-
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ows falling on the pavement, bridges and urban areas. In addition the
road pavement temperature regime also depends on road construction
and traffic intensity. This information usually is obtained from other
sources.

The nighttime surveys should be carried out under three different
types of weather condition: extreme, damped and intermediate. Our
investigations also were divided into three steps under different weather
conditions:

A. Calm, clear night;
B. Wet night with low, thick clouds, no winds;
C. Half cloudy windy night.
Our survey on various routes shows that the change of road surface

temperature under different weather conditions is different (differences
in amplitude), but the deviation sign at same point remain unchanged.
So, analyzing the absolute values of deviation the accuracy in deter-
mining of weather type is necessary.

The highest pavement temperatures were fixed on the hills, at high
roadbeds and in wooded routes. Sectors of highways lying inside of small
towns (to 10.000 hab.) are at least 1,0–1,2◦C warmer than surrounding
areas during clear and overcast nights.

The lowest road surface temperatures were measured in the neg-
ative forms of relief (ravines and excavations). Also strong cooling
during night was observed on the bridges lying over rivers or other
roads (viaducts). The degree of cooling depends on height and length
of bridge or state of water reservoir (free or ice covered). Long and
high bridges distinguish with colder pavements (about 2–3◦C) than
surrounding roads during calm and clear nights.

The highest probability of sublimation is in the wettest sectors of
roads (highest relative humidity above the surface). Such sectors, as
the rule, are determined in the routes crossing the woods or coming
close to free of ice water reservoirs and in big cities.

The roads survey show that nighttime inversions over all length of
the road were formed during clear and partly cloudy nights, although
they were determined at some routes also during gloomy sky night. The
most intensive boundary layer inversions were fixed in negative forms
of complicated landscape and forests. Increasing intensity of inversion
means more favorable conditions for road pavement cooling and icing.
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